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Introduction

The wealth management industry is future-focused at every level – 
investors, advisors and wealth management firms all seek to define 
future goals, anticipate trends, and position themselves to achieve their 
objectives. As a leading provider of wealth management technology, 
Vestmark has a keen interest in what wealth management will look  
like in the years to come and how we can help drive success in  
that new environment.

In this paper, we have collected our observations and 
analysis of some of the most important trends emerging 
today for investors, advisors, and wealth management 
firms. In many cases, the trends are closely interrelated. 
It’s also important to remember that there is more than 
one way to successfully adapt to the pressures these 
trends exert while keeping the investor at the center of  
all strategic planning and decision making, as virtually  
all successful firms do.

The broad trends we are tracking are:
 • Increased interest in personalized investment   
  management, and a higher expectation of customer  
  support – and more services – among investors
 • Accelerated acceptance of digital engagement   
  between investors and advisors
 • A broadening of the products and services that   
  investors expect (or are open to) from advisors
 • The greater demands being placed on advisors’   
  time as a result of all these trends 
 • Continued economic pressure on wealth   
  management firms’ profit margins
 • Increased focus on risk management including   
  the balancing of home office oversight vs.  
  advisor flexibility

In the following sections, we will take a closer look at 
these trends and how they present opportunities – and 
risks – for wealth management firms.

The pandemic and resulting economic and social fallout 
continue to have ripple effects in every facet of the 
wealth management industry, sometimes accelerating 
ongoing trends, sometimes shifting attention to financial 
tools and solutions that may not have been top-of-mind 
before. These suddenly altered trajectories show why 
exact predictions are impossible – but prove the value  
of thinking through where trends may lead.

Our goal is not to make precise predictions, but instead 
to analyze several key trends that are likely to have an 
important influence on the shape of wealth management 
in the future. We hope this can serve as a valuable 
starting point for the important conversations wealth 
management professionals need to have and the 
strategic decisions they need to make as we emerge 
from this sometimes chaotic, sometimes exhilarating 
period in our industry’s history.

Before exploring how trends could intersect and create 
new opportunities and challenges for the firms of the 
future, let’s look at the specific trends we are focused  
on among investors, advisors, and firms.



It all starts with the investor and evolving investor 
expectations. The next generation of investors is  
looking for different solutions and services, and they  
are comfortable working with advisors in new ways. 
Investors continue to be hungry for expert advice and 
want an advisor who can spend time personalizing a 
solution and relationship for them.

The volatility of 2020 drove a measurable increase in 
demand for professional financial advice. One survey of 
certified financial planners found that in April of 2020, 
78% reported increased outreach from existing clients, 
and 34% reported increased inquiries from prospects  
in the preceding month.1  
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The Investor 
of the Future

1 Source: CFP Board. “Pulse Survey: The impact of COVID-19 on CFP® Professionals and their clients,” April 2020.



    

 • Expectation of digital and virtual experiences,   
  tools they rapidly adopted and grew to value  
  during the lockdowns of 2020. The new standard   
  for the ease of doing business will persist, and  
  investors will want to continue to use video, digital  
  documentation, and other interactive online  
  advisor engagements.
 • Within those digital experiences, more self-serve  
  tools, enabling investors to update information,   
  view balances and performance on demand, and   
  make some decisions on their own or aided by 
  virtual advisor solutions. In some cases, it won’t   
  be a matter of adding these tools, but making   
  investors aware of them and how to use them.

 • A move towards ethics and values-driven   
  investing, which increases demand for SMA   
  portfolios and investment strategies that can  
  be built around environmental, social and   
  governance (ESG) criteria.
 • Expectation of hyper-customization, allowing an   
  investor to balance and prioritize many goals in the  
  creation and management of their portfolio.
 • A more diverse investor base looking for advice,   
  including more women, more people of color,   
  and a wider range of ages and backgrounds, all of  
  them looking for advisors who they feel “get” them.

Of course, no two investors are alike, and all these 
trends exist on a spectrum. Some might even seem 
contradictory but can exist for the same investor – such 
as a desire for personalization and customized help  
from an advisor along with self-serve tools.
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  CASE STUDY 1: 

Preparing for  
Emerging Investor  
Demands

For one Vestmark client, a bank’s 
asset management group responsible 
for home-office traded programs, 
switching to the VestmarkONE® 
platform was a first step towards 
introducing more sophisticated 
solutions to satisfy new demands 
from the high net worth clients they 
serve, part of a strategic evolution  
for the company.

Vestmark was able to help this client 
create and manage a series of 
diversified, multi-manager portfolios 
that are efficiently tailored by the 
bank’s advisors to specifically address 
client preferences and tax situations. 

For the firm’s next evolution, Vestmark 
is working to integrate with the 
bank’s preferred social screen 
vendors and enhance the firm’s 
ability to offer tools for managing 
investments at scale according to 
each client’s preferences, particularly 
around ESG – today an expanding 
area of interest for investors. While 
this level of personalization has 
always been possible, it was too 

time-intensive to deploy at scale 
and was instead a manual offering 
for high net worth clients willing to 
pay for the service. With the ability 
to set parameters automatically, ESG 
investing will increasingly become 
available to more investors at more 
wealth levels.

Vestmark will also enable the firm to 
migrate accounts from static home 
office models to more flexible custom 
allocations for individual accounts. 
This helps the firm adapt to two 
simultaneous trends – the increasing 
desire among investors for more 
personalized investing and advisors 
needing to offer this customization  
in an efficient way.

This flexibility also extends to 
behind-the-scenes operations: The 
platform allows for a dynamic-sleeve 
architecture, enables multi-party 
trading discretion in a single account, 
and facilitates plans for future projects 
that require dynamic trade routes for 
optimal trade execution.

    

  THE FUTURE IS NOW 

How broker-dealers  
positioned themselves  
for today

The quest to prepare for the future never ends. Thriving wealth management 
firms have gotten where they are today thanks to investments and ideas they 
put in motion years ago. We can look at some of these firms to see how they 
applied the principles of flexibility and resilience to position themselves for 
today and into the future.

As we look at the investor of the future, we see that many 
of the trends aren’t far-out or over-the-horizon. They are 
things we’ve been talking about for years, but we are now 
seeing an increase in momentum and interest that will have 
a profound impact on the investor/advisor relationship in 
the years to come. Key among these trends are:



Advisors find themselves sandwiched between 
competing demands from investors, their own business 
growth and profitability, and rules and expectations from 
the home office. Financial advisors are making their 
own needs heard throughout the industry in many ways 
and embracing digitization – better tools, improved 
efficiency through automated workflows, and pathways 
for virtual engagement – more than ever to strike this 
balance. To meet the expectations of investors, advisors 
are increasingly looking for scalable ways to personalize 
services and solutions for their clients, while freeing 
up more time to spend on client-facing and business 
development efforts. They want to prove their value  
by spotting opportunities for clients sooner, spending 
more time on relationships and personal service, and  
of course executing flawlessly.

Some clients are more investment-savvy than others, 
some want 100% virtual engagement, while others 
want interactive digital engagement and even want to 
participate directly in planning, risk measurement, and so 
on. Forward-looking advisors need the tools and support 
to meet each client wherever they are on their financial 
journey, with the flexibility to offer the right balance of 
transparency, self-service, personal rapport, personalized 
investment solutions, and additional services, all as part 
of their trusted advice relationship. 

That’s a lot to balance, especially as advisors turn their 
attention to the next generation of investors who are 
just entering the world of investing. Many of these new 
investors judge success by more than a rate of return. 
Others may have smaller portfolios but high service 
expectations. We expect the advisor of the future to 
operate in harmony with technology that helps manage 
all those threads efficiently and with a personal touch. 
Digital solutions won’t replace the advisor, but will instead 
extend his or her capability, perhaps using AI and self-
serve interfaces to gather information and then handing 
off seamlessly to the advisor at the right moment. 
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On the back end, to meet the evolving client demands, 
the advisor of the future will rely on automation to 
scale many of their day-to-day workflows – rebalancing 
accounts, running reports, tax harvesting and so on.  
How this extra efficiency changes the advisor’s role  
and business can differ from firm to firm, but overall  
is one of the defining questions of the future of wealth 
management – we’ll explore some possibilities in  
our conclusion.

Responding to the demands and desires of investors 
outlined above, the core needs of the advisor of the 
future flow naturally. 

 • A need for efficiency to increase time per client,   
  so that advisors can build the kind of one-  
  on-one, holistic wealth management relationships  
  and provide the breadth of services investors   
  expect. The use of virtual engagements, digitized   
  paperwork, and automation of compliance activities  
  are ways advisors can recover time. 
 • Efficiency and digitization could also allow   
  advisors to manage more smaller clients. An   
  advisor or firm could potentially bring money  
  off the sidelines and increase assets under   
  management by efficiently pursuing smaller  
  accounts that traditionally didn’t meet minimum   
  thresholds. The right tech platform can enable  
  this to become a seamless and integrated part  
  of the overall managed account offering.
 • Digital engagement and communication tools,   
  automating the more frequent communication   
  that advisors want to give their clients and  
  promoting virtual meetings, plus self-service  
  options for investors that offload some of the  
  basic requests of advisors while still offering   
  investors support and even personal assistance   
  when needed.

 • Flexibility to offer investors what they want,   
  including portfolios designed to reflect personal   
  values by investing in or avoiding specific assets,   
  as well as effective management of after-tax   
  returns. Advisors will need to apply these filters   
  efficiently while still maximizing performance.
 • Ability to offer this mass customization of   
  portfolios in an efficient, scalable way. Between   
  managing more clients, using more custom models,  
  and offering more personalized solutions, tools that  
  help advisors scale up efficiently are crucial. 
 • New tools for prospecting. Even with more efficient  
  client management, advisor time will be at a   
  premium. Identifying potential clients and nurturing  
  new prospects is a critical part of an advisor’s job,  
  and new digital marketing tools will help advisors   
  find, engage, enroll, and onboard new clients with  
  greater efficiency.

Advisors are the “essential workers” of the wealth 
management industry. They are the translation layer that 
turns the goals, dreams, and values of people into plans 
and actions that move money where it has the most 
opportunity to do the most good. By designing products 
and solutions that serve financial advisors and help them 
succeed, wealth management firms are doing good for 
investors – and positioning themselves well for growth.
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  CASE STUDY 2: 

Helping Advisors  
Deliver Faster,  
Better, and More 
Precise Solutions

A large broker-dealer turned to the 
VestmarkONE platform almost 10 
years ago to run its Rep as Portfolio 
Manager (Rep as PM) program, which 
today has almost $80 billion in AUM 
and 375,000 accounts. Seeing a 
future where their advisors’ time was 
a key business driver they would 
need to continually optimize, the firm 
made a bet on greater efficiency.

The platform has helped the advisors 
realize tangible improvements in their 
workflows since its implementation. 
Advisors can now rebalance their 
whole book of business in seconds, 
when in the past they had to spend 
days processing changes one model 
at a time.  

Another welcome feature is the ability 
to easily customize accounts by 
adding personalization preferences 
to specific models for individual 
accounts. Additionally, increased 
functionality in the system (such 
as trading options, schemes, heat 
maps, and different views) enable 
the advisors to efficiently provide 
sophisticated portfolio solutions.

The result: Improved advisor 
efficiency and satisfaction with 
increased levels of scale and 
customization for their clients. In fact, 
the firm even makes the efficiencies 
and capabilities of its platform  
part of the recruiting story to attract 
new advisors.



For wealth management firms, the future calls for a 
new kind of balancing act, enabled and risk-managed 
with technology. As investors seek more personalized 
advice in managing their money, and advisors seek to 
meet those expectations with scale and efficiency, firms 
are finding that it’s critical to have the flexibility to offer 
novel and sophisticated investment solutions, create 
efficiencies to free up time for advisors, and manage their 
own risk exposure and bottom lines.

In a real sense, the balance of power is shifting, giving 
more sway to investors. But firms are learning to use 
technology to manage risk through guardrails that 
enable them to selectively loosen the reins, empowering 
advisors and increasing their satisfaction. Advisors have 
even more choices of affiliation models, increasing 
the competition for recruits. Firms are making strategic 
decisions with the end investor and the advisor 
experiences top of mind.

At the same time, as firms evolve to meet client and 
advisor expectations, they also need to operate profitably 
and scale for growth. Firms can benefit from tools that 
offer them technical flexibility, automated workflows, 
operational efficiency, and a balanced way to manage 
risk. A firm that wants to be known as more personalized 
and advice-driven will need to offer tools that empower 
advisors; a firm that wants to be known as highly  
efficient and technologically advanced will need to 
deliver an elegant user experience while seeking ways  
to create efficiencies of scale and do more work with 
fewer resources.
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In fact, efficiencies of scale are still one area where large 
firms can’t be beat, and the firms of the future will find 
ways to make their size and efficiency a selling point for 
advisors, a reason for them to want to stay in the fold. 
Some of the key areas where the home offices of the 
future will evolve include:

 • Offering engaging digital experiences to advisors  
  and their clients, allowing prospects and clients   
  to drive their own planning process and flexibly   
  collaborate with advisors along the way.
 • Efficient and automated account services,   
  eliminating manual coding of new accounts and   
  using APIs and web services for account  
  maintenance, saving time for advisors and firm   
  operations, reducing risk of errors, and accelerating  
  the turn-around time of client requests. 
 • Reducing home office workload and staffing   
  needs through automation, especially mass   
  account rebalancing, tax harvesting, reconciliation,  
  and other formerly time-consuming tasks; this   
  allows time and other resources to be allocated to  
  other strategically beneficial tasks.
 • Offering an accurate and transparent real-time   
  view of a firm’s business, allowing the firm to   
  monitor for unexpected events and react quickly  
  and provide this level of real-time transparency to  
  advisors and investors.
 • Using their platform to create a flexible, rules-  
  based system so advisors can customize their   
  approaches, allowing them more freedom to   
  explore different approaches for their clients while  
  still managing overall risk for the firm. The most   
  sophisticated tech platforms can even enable firms  
  to set risk tolerances and rules differently for   
  different segments of advisors.

 • Enabling financial advisors to pursue niche   
  markets and offer unique value propositions by   
  creating investment solutions that reflect personal  
  goals, incorporate social screens, and otherwise   
  tailor client solutions.
 • The ability to scale up accounts efficiently, through  
  acquisition or by onboarding large numbers of   
  small clients, which can give a firm an edge  
  as the industry continues to consolidate.
 • Supporting investors through their entire lifecycle.  
  Firms benefit when their platform lets them support  
  an individual client with the right resources at  
  every stage, from a small self-serve account to a   
  high-touch, highly personalized portfolio all   
  seamlessly integrated within the same program or  
  even account.

Wealth management firms are finding it imperative to 
be sensitive to both the needs and desires of advisors 
and investors, where firms need to both be responsive 
to operational expectations from investors (for greater 
personalization and control, for example) and also 
generate demand for new solutions investors might 
not even know they want from their advisors, such as 
expanded product offerings like insurance or credit or 
investment solutions like SMAs or UMAs.

We expect there will be a lot of experimentation, trial and 
error, hits, and misses. It will be an evolutionary explosion 
on an industry-wide scale – and as in any evolutionary 
process, we expect those who are most robust, nimble, 
and flexible to have the most future success.
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  CASE STUDY 3: 

Handing Over the   
Keys to Advisors  
Drives a Firm’s Success

For one top-10 national broker-dealer, 
the key to bottom-line success has 
revolved around giving more control 
to the people on the front lines. Using 
the VestmarkONE platform, the firm 
has vastly improved efficiency for 
its Rep-as-PM program for some 
2,000 advisors, many of whom have 
thousands of accounts individually.

The program is 99% model-driven 
and uses 27,000 different models 
– and yet is fully managed by 
advisors, not the home office. The 
sophistication and efficiency of the 
platform makes this all possible 
and has helped the advisors 
improve their efficiency and scale 
while simultaneously offering more 
personalized service – the best of 
both worlds from an advisor’s  
point of view.

And the firm still doesn’t believe 
it has realized the full value of 
this approach. The tool has given 
advisors so much more efficiency 
and scalability within the practice 
that, despite its already large size, 
the firm expects to continue to grow 
the program and still be able to 
spend more time with clients and 
prospective clients. 

Said one advisor: “Each day we are 
rebalancing accounts due to new 
money. It used to take us from 2-4 
hours each day, now it is 5 minutes. 
This is a huge time savings for us and 
delivers a better service and quality 
to our clients.”
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None of these trends exists in a vacuum. Each shift will 
exert pressure on the bedrock of the industry, often in 
concert with other changes. Our goal is to imagine some 
of the long-term effects of these changes and what 
successful wealth management firms will look like in that 
environment – and by extension what the platform of the 
future will need to be able to do to help firms succeed.

Whether you ask about “the platform of the future” or 
“the firm of the future,” many of the same forces come 
into play: what advisors and investors want, technological 
capabilities to deliver on those desires, regulations that 
present guidelines and limitations, and the over-arching 
economic considerations of the wealth management 
business – firms and advisors can only take steps that 
allow them to conduct their business profitably. 

The way these trends intersect is complex, but all of 
them lead to increased competition for investors among 
advisors, and competition for investors AND advisors 
among wealth management firms.

Not all firms will be successful at navigating the coming 
years, but we expect that those that are successful will be 
those who address the trends at each level. By choosing 
to focus on the opportunities exposed by these trends, 
successful firms of the future might develop new value 
propositions and grow to occupy distinct niches. Here 
are some potential ways that investing in different areas 
might lead to success: 
 • Focus on customization: The trend of investors   
  demanding a higher level of customization is   
  already leading advisors to promise to deliver   
  it. This is the value the advisors add to justify   
  their fees and is becoming a key to deepening   
  client relationships. Accordingly, advisors will   
  benefit most from platform solutions that allow them  
  to offer personalization at scale, automating   
  previously manual tasks and workflows, which also  
  frees up the time they need to give clients the  
  one-on-one attention they want. Firms that want to  
  serve those customization-minded investors will   
  need to offer tools that improve advisor efficiency  
  while granting advisors more autonomy. 

 • Focus on scale: Another firm may find success by  
  investing in a platform that prioritizes efficiency   
  through increased digitization and automation   
  as a way to increase scale. This might allow  
  advisors to take on more small-dollar investors   
  who require less personalized services, or whose   
  personalized services can be achieved through  
  virtual engagement and automation. This would   
  respond to the trend among some investors to  
  rely more on self-service, passive, or self-directed  
  investments, with advisors offering support only   
  when needed, and generally using less time-  
  intensive approaches such as virtual meetings.
 • Focus on innovation: Yet another firm might find   
  success by expanding its product offering. This   
  could involve net new solutions like insurance or   
  credit, or offering a matrix of solutions to more  
  precisely fit the needs of investors from modest   
  to high net worth, and from any life stage or level of  
  sophistication. This firm will need its platform to  
  support the additional products and will also need  
  to ensure its advisors are trained to sell and  
  support them. Again, the platform offers efficiency,  
  which allows advisors to offer broader services, and  
  the firm to achieve profitability by getting a larger   
  share of each client’s wallet.

So, what does this all  
add up to for the future?
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Find out how Vestmark can help you  
prepare for the future and take  
advantage of the opportunities ahead.

Call (781) 224-3640 or visit www.vestmark.com.

Giving a push to the “virtuous circle” 
In all the previous examples, we see that a firm can 
succeed by finding the right balance in responding to the 
trends we have observed among investors, advisors, and 
the industry. Firms that fail to adapt will find themselves 
squeezed out by firms that do. Firms that adapt but 
don’t find alignment at every level – offering the wrong 
service to the wrong client or trying to be all things to all 
investors – will likewise struggle.

But at best, our belief is that, managed thoughtfully, these 
future trends could present the opportunity to create a 
“virtuous circle” that benefits every stakeholder in our 
business: Investors will get investment solutions that 
address their goals, aided by advisors who have the tools 
they need to deliver on investors’ expectations. Home 
offices will equip advisors with these tools, leading them 
to be more productive and happier and creating a good 
recruiting story. A productive advisor base with high 
retention rates will enable wealth management firms to 
grow and prosper, operating efficiently, with the flexibility 
to invest in creating new and innovative solutions for 
investors, therefore perpetuating the cycle of success.

The key to everything: Flexibility and Speed 
Regardless of which specific trends take off or what 
unknown future events or changes impact the industry, 
the successful firm of the future will want to invest in a 
technology solution that offers flexibility and simplifies the 
deployment of new investment solutions and services on 
your platform. Rather than asking vendors to commit to 
specific feature sets, look for partners that can pivot  
and respond quickly to your strategy and the evolution  
of your business.

Vestmark has a long tradition of developing tools and 
capabilities that enable our clients to respond to industry 
trends on their timelines, because we focus on flexibility 
and scale. Our robust rebalancing capabilities help 
advisors complete tasks that once took days in hours. 
Our platform enables home offices to give advisors 
more autonomy while keeping guardrails in place, which 
means advisors can be responsive to investors while 
ensuring regulatory compliance. How that extra time and 
flexibility is used will determine how the firms of today 
become the firms of the future.
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